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International co-operation in the peaceful uses of outer 
space: report of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of 
Outer Space (continued) 

GENERAL DEBATE (continued) 

1. Mr. FEDORENKO (Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics) (translated from Russian): It is with a feeling of 
great joy and Satisfaction th<\t the Soviet delegation wishes 
to draw to the Committee's attention a communique from 
the Tass agency reading as follows: 

"Tass Communication 

"i\. new outstanding victory of Soviet science and 
technology on the eve of the 50th anniversary of the 
October Socialist Revolution 

"Soviet automatic station 'Venus 4' has entered the 
atmosphere of the planet Venus and landed on its 
surface 

"The Soviet automatic station 'Venus 4', having 
covered a distance of some 350 million kilometres, 
reached the planet Venus on 18 October 1967. 

"The four-month flight of the station yielded many 
new data ori the physical properties of outer space. 

"During the approach to Venus no noticeable magnetic 
field or radiation belts aromld the plaNet were recorded 
by the station. A weak hydrogen corona was detected. 

"Today, 18 October 1967, at 7 hours 34 minutes 
Moscow time, the automatic station 'Venus 4' entered the 
atmosphere of Venus at escape velocity and the landing 
apparatus decelerated its speed through an aerodynamic 
braking in the planet's atmosphere, a special-purpose 
parachute system went into operation and the apparatus 
continued its smooth descent in the atmosphere of 
Venus. 

"The scientific instruments of the descending apparatus 
were continuously and steadily taking measurements of 
the parameters of the atmosphere and transmitting the 
data to earth as the laboratory covered a distance of 
twenty-five kilometres in one and a half hours. The 
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apparatus landed on the planet's surface and delivered the 
second pennant bearing the national emblem of the 
Soviet Union. 

"The apparatus measured the pressure, density, tem
perature and chemical composition of the atmosphere of 
Venus . 

"In the time during which scientific observations were 
made, the temperature of the atmosphere changed from 
40 to 280 degrees centigrade, and the atmospheric 
pressure from one to about fifteen atmospheres. The 
measurements showed that the atmosphere of Venus 
consists almost entirely of carbon dioxide, and the 
oxygen and water vapour account for about 1.5 per cent. 
No noticeable traces of nitrogen were found. 

"The data of the scientific observations are being 
processed and will be published. 

"Thus the Soviet automatic station 'Venus 4', for the 
first time in history, has made a slow descent and soft 
landing on the surface of the planet and sent back 
extremely valuable information about it. 

"The scientific observations carried out by the Soviet 
automatic interplanetary station 'Venus 4' mark a new 
outstanding victory of Soviet science and technology, a 
most important stage in the exploration of planets of the 
solar system." 

2. The CHAIRMAN: Before I call on the first speaker on 
my list, I should like to offer my congratulations, and I am 
sure those of the Committee as a whole, to the delegation 
of the Soviet Union on the most recen t achievemen t of the 
Soviet space programme. 

3. Yesterday's landing on Venus is a further landmark-or 
"space-mark"-in man's exploration of outer space and a 
major contribution to our knowledge of the planets and of 
the universe in willch we live. It also marks, in a most 
dramatic way, the progress that has been made since the 
space age was inaugurated by the first Sputnik only ten 
years ago. I hope that the representative of the Soviet 
Union will convey my congratulations tei the scientists, 
engineers and others who have together made that feat 
possible. 

4. NIr. SHEVCHENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Re
public) (translated from Russian): The entry of man into 
space and the planned exploration of outer space un
doubtedly represent, side by side with the discovery of 
atomic energy; one of the greatest achievements of our 
century. Step by step mankind is uncovering the secrets of 
the universe, and the day is not far removed when man will 
blaze trails to other planets. 

5. Looking back at the first stages of man's exploration of 
space, it can be confidently said that most of the main 
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achievements marking new advances in the development of 
o~ter space technology, have been the work of the Soviet 
Union, A few days ago, world public opinion celebrated the 
tenth anniversary 'of the launching of the first artificial 
earth satellite which opened the era of space exploration by 
mankind. After the first satellite came the first automatic 
station for lunar exploration, the first inter-planetary flight, 
the first manned flight, the first walk in space by man, and, 
finally, the new and happy event which we learned of 
yesterday. I am very glad, after the statement of the 
representative of the Soviet Union, Mr. Fedorenko, to have 
the honour to say that the Soviet Union-of which my 
country, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, is a 
part-has for the Erst time achieved a soft landing on 
Venus. That marvellous piece of machinery, the work of 
Soviet people, is successfully carrying out its task and 
sending back scientific information, revealing the secrets of 
the universe in the interest of all peoples on earth. 

6, These first glorious milestones of the space era have 
been placed on the road of mankind by the Soviet Union, 

7. Together with other peoples of the Soviet Union my 
peoples-the Ukrainian people, Ukrainian scientists, 
engineers and specialists-are also making an important 
contribution to space exploration. The whole world knows 
the name of the Soviet astronaut Pavel Popovich, a great 
son of the Ukrainian people, who, together with Andrian 
Nikolaev, was the first to engage in a group-manned fligllt 
in space lasting many days. We are proud that the Ukrainian 
people have gIven to mankind a remarkable scientist, the 
builder of the first spacecraft, Academician Sergei Pavlovich 
Korolev. 

8. The Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR, the 
universities and institutes of Kiev, Kharkov, Lvov and other 
Ukrainian cities make their contribution to the solution of 
big and small problems connected with the peaceful uses of 
outer space. Particularly important work is being done in 
the field of planetary astronomy, cosmogony, heliophysics, 
solar activity, meteor showers and also the study of 
processes occurring on the moon and Mars and other 
planets of our solar system. Through powerful radio
telescopes, Ukrainian scientists study the furthermost 
comers of the galaxy and metagalaxy. They have had 
remarkable succeSSi)S in the development of space medicine; 
space biology and in other fields of space science. The 
results of their scientific research are well known through
out the world. 

9. The satellites, with their various tasks to perform, 
launched from Sov~et space launching pads and travelling 
through space, are the result of the work and skill of all the 
peoples of our multi-national country. 

10. The successes achieved by the Soviet people in space 
are a consequence of their great successes on earth. The 
foundation for the launching pad from which today's 
spaceships are launched with the emblem of the Soviet 
Union was laid fifty years ago. The victory of the Octoher 
Revolution gave wings to the creative mind of the peoj:le, 
opened up tremendous possibilities for constructive work 
and made it possible to produce and train scientists and 
engineers of whom the whole of mankind is proud today. 

11. Only ten years ago there were but two States, 
Soviet Union and the United States, that were con 
space, but today a great contribution to this 
human task is being made also by the scientists of 
Britain, Italy, Japan and other States. We sincerely 
gratulate all these countries on the remarkable 
ments made by their scientists and wish them 
success in learning the secrets of the universe. It 
indisputable fact that the work of the scientists of 
countries to speed up space exploration for peaceful 
are having a propitious influence on our whole ci 
and helping to strengthen friendship and mutual 
standing between the peoples of our planet. 

12. With the constantly increasing activities of 
space exploration the need for closer and more 
international co-operation is becoming particularly acu 
is the need to find solutions for legal problems arising 
of the entry of map into a new sphere of activity, 0 

space. The first step in this direction was already 
few days ago when the Treaty on the Principles 
the Activities of States Concerning the Exploration and 
of Outer Space, including the Moon and' Oilier ' 
Bodies, came into operation [resolution 2222 (XXI)]. 

13. The Treaty was the result of the joint effort of 
members of the C;ommittee on the Peaceful Uses of 
Space and of many States Members of the United 
and more particularly the result of the efforts of the 
Union and other peace-loving States. We express our 
conviction that this Treaty, which has laid a firm 
foundation for the activities of States in the peaceful' 
of outer space, will contribute to the use of space in 
interests of the whole of mankind and will be an ;rnT,,,rt~, 
step towards the development of co-operation and 
understanding between States and peoples. 

14. The conclusion of this Treaty should serve as 
inspiring example for the solution of other legal pro 
related to the conquest of space. In particular, it is 
important that an agreement should be signed as so~m_ 
possible on the rescue of astronauts in case of accidenf 
of a forced landing. It is also necessary to settle' 
problems to work out an agreement on liability for 
caused by the launching' of space devices, and to 
other problems in connexion with the estab ' 
appropriate laws in outer space so that they can be 
in the interests of all the peoples of our planet. 

15. It should also be borne in mind that intensive 
outer space has led to the further and accelerated 
ment of means of ~ass communication-communic, 
satellites, meteorological and navigational satellites'; 
other artificial celestial bodies. ' 

16. Having carefully studied these documents and 
material relating to the activities of the Committee 
Outer Space and its Sub-Committees, we have noted 
report presented to the Scientific and Legal . 
of the World Meteorological Organiza 
{A/AC.l05/L.38] which contains a plan for the 0 

tion of a worid weather watch for the period 1 
The practical use of this plan for the whole of 
obvious and does not require any lengthy comments. 
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17, Speaking of co-operation hetween the scientists of 
various countries for the practical application of space 
technology, we should mention another example of inter
national co-opcnttion can'ted out on till.: initiative of the 
Indiall Gcvcrnllll'lH ff)!' more dfcctivc use of communica
tion :iatclliks, The results of these '~xrerimc:nts :lre set o~t 
i.'.1 the report submitted by the CO\".:rnment of India: 
"S:ltellite communic.ilions: JlI Indian study" 
! A/,le1 05/36j. 

August 1967 and, as was reported by the Indian delegation 
in the Committee on the Peaceful Uses ()f Outer Space, was 
participating in an international programme and had suc
ceeded in tracking ATS-2 Application Technology S3tcl
lites. The station performed further television tests for both 
reception and transmission ill collaboration with Japan on 
8 September 1967. 

I iI. Concluding Our brief rem.1rks ,H! tlx report of the 
lon!l11ilkc on the Peacd-ui Usc:, of Ol!(er S[XlCe, I should 
like to draw the attention of members 0 f this COTnrnitrce to 
I ill' Cact that in 1968 the first Unitl'd Nations con I~::rence on 
(jw pC:H:eful uses (If outer space Ivil! be held. In this 
c()lln~xion \ve Ivould like to express the hope that this 
,:onf'efence will be sllccessful and 'viii further strengthen 
intcrnation:.Jl co-operation 011 space exploration in the 
in tcrest of all !Jit" people:; of the world. 

j 9. TIl';' stud) of O1.:'er :;pac<~ is a matter Wl1ich COD<:;Cf!'S 

the yvhole of our pbnet and t11t; peoples of t.he wOf.l.d must 
liili Ii.: 1 C enSUF.· I liD! 111e conquest of "pace is acbi'2\'cd in the 
rl1C1.3t (·ft~~ctjve '.V;',:. :Jnd only fur pe~I\.:L'ful PlJrpo~~e:~. 

".I.:"". ':ClPI D/"S fIndia): ;\.1 the I)lllsd my dck;jJtion 
W;),,!':: like i.e '~'):lgr:dlJl:lk the ddcg:Jtion of the Soviet 
Unj"'ll '.'n the iiTm',:.ndous succc:;s scored by Soviet sci en-
fis!',~, :y1 :!ci:Ji,:'v 1

."(' I. "h'_. ~~ur: (~.r "!{~nus -+ on the 

. surf;;J>~) Ill"' \/c~n1:" "Th.-;:; rcn1a~.'k:lbh.: ~l,,>:hjf~'V('nh..'T!t is .~Hjotht'r 
signifl'.~:;U11. :Jddi UI,~'ql 1"u tlJc n1.:jt1}' ctht.;;r :-::u.,::CCSSCS 2~Lined by 
SPVtCl ~.i:i<:l'tists in The n,;ld 'If ()U!C[·"]XKc. Tht; d:d:a :;"nl 
/);lck /.1) <:'anh by Venus 4 add:; it new djil"~n~i')Jl to 1l1:jll'S 

knowledge of the solar system. We should also ljke to 
congratulate the United Statts dekgation on :lIe achieve .. 
mcnt of AmericaIl scientists in sending Mariner 5 close to 
Venus. We will be watching the success of the mission of 
.\'l:iriner 5 with great in terest. 

21. The report of the Committe", on the Peaceful Uses of 
OtHcr Space jA/6804j submiued to the General Assembly 
in 1ccordance ';'lith resolution 2223 (XXI) .which we are 
now considering gi',.es liS an account of lhc work done by 
(he Legal md Scientific and Technical Sub-Committees as 
well as the Working Group on a Navigation Services 
Salellite System sin':c' the twenty-first session of the 
Ce{](;ral Assembly. 

12 .. The Government of fncLiJ presented to the Scientific 
alld Technical Sub-Committee J report e!1titled"Satt'l1ite 
Communications: .\n Indian Study". Tk~ Sub.{'ommittce 
recorded it~ apprL'ci;11i{!i1 01· th:::' report. 'The Sub-Col'nrnittl-:c 
;J"(I ag:-eed thal tlil: rco;uits of !he Government of Indi3's 
(:;perimcn t as well as the ptallJ1cd LNESCO pilot pro
i';r:lilIll1C ,vitich may foLiow could be' of gl\'at importance to 
1l1any St:lte.<:. T11e ,Sub·Committee invited the Government 
ul" [ltdia to cClHinue tu inform the Sub-Committee OIl this 
matter as it progres:ied. As stuted earlier by the Indian 
delegation in "the Cormnittee on the Pf;aceful l;scs of Outer 
Space. the Government of India will be happy to do so. 

24. The Government of Indi~ has arranged f,:mr-month 
courses commencing in November 1967 and in June 1968 
in satellite communications, including experimental par
ticipation in I:J boratory tests and tests involving ATS 
satellites. Tn response to Ollr invitation a number of trainees 
are expected to join these cour"es .• \t our request the 
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has made 
llv,Lilab1c tl1C services o1'Mr. Horley and Mr. Erickson to 
conduct training programmes in satellite communications. 
Another ITU expert is expected [0 join shortly. 

25. 'I'he Government of India has Sd up a joint study 
. gWlljJ \vith the National ;\eronautics and Space A.drninistra
lion of the United StatICs (NAS/\), [lnd it is expected that .1 

N,\SA team 'Aill go to Indi3iIl early Nov':mber 1967. 
During its stay in India it will visit, among other projects 
:lI1d places, the Delhi project and the Experimental Satellite 
Communications Earth Statio]] at Ahmedabad. We welcome 
the collaboration that hoppily exists benvten ourselves :md 
NASA ;md are looking forward to a greater degree of 
co·op'c'r:lti,)!] to our mlltuaJ udv:mtJgc . 

.!3 The Indian dekg:ltion ,Dso informed the Scientific and 
Technical Sub-Committee on the progress made at the 
Experimental Siltellite Communications Earth Stati<..1n at 
,\hmedabad, the station which became oper:ltional in 

26. The Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee has 
noted with appreciation the report of the Advisory Panel 
on the Thumba Equatorial Rocket Launching Station 
(TERLS) and lJas recommended that the United Nations 
continue to grant sponsorship te TERLS jihid, annex Jfj. 
In this conn'~xion my delegJtion 'Nould like to express its 
appreciation of the remarks made by Dr. Martyn, Ch<1irman 
of the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee in the 
Committee on th", Peaceful Uses of Oukr Spilce [49Th 
meetingj, giving the scientific reasons for granting int.;:r
national spoIlSor~hip by the United Nations to TERLS. 
Dr. Martyn brought out the importance and uniqueness of 
TERLS as a rockct-laun<:Jiing facility, f;sp,>:ially t~'r the 
investigation of equatorial eJc,~irojct which affects radio 
communication :md presents yer)' imeresting problems in 
the study of aeronomy. The scientific importance of 
TERLS is being increJsingly realized by many scicn tists, 
and we have received new proposals for seien tiflc investiga
tion from the scientists of the United States and the 
Federal RepUblic of Germa]'y. Indian scientist" haV<.' also 
made fresh proposals fOf fUriher irl\;estig~tit)n o{ t:quatorial 
eJectrojet in coHabtJr:Hion \\.;t11 French scj':n[j~L who 
\.vould like to make simultam'ous Ine1SUfClTICnts of electric: 
fields in this region. The radio frcgucllc;y m3SS spectrometer 
experiments to be conducted in collaboration with USSR 
SCIentists will be undnt:Jkcn al: the end (;1' rhi:; year. r 11l.'cd 

hardly t'mphasizl' that inlernation:d co-operation in the 
field of space reseQrch with counding roc;kr;ts is being very 
Qctive!:i pursued at TERLS. 1ndia is planning the formal 
dedication of TERLS to the Cnitcd NJtions in ('1rly 1968. 
It is also planning at that time to organize a training 
progrQmme in the various aspects of experimentation in 
space research with :;ounding rockets ",·ith the assistance of 
expens from collaborating countries. Meteorological pro
grammes with sounding ro,:kets will be resumed in early 
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1968 in collaboration with the United States and the 
USSR. 

27. My delegation would like to take this opportunity to 
inform the Committee that India is setting up a space 
science and technology centre at Veli Hill, near the site of 
TERLS. The space science and technology centre, which 
will be primarily dedicated to problems of space tech
nology, is intended to provide facilities to scientists in 
support of this programme. The centre will also provide 
training in various, aspects of space experimentation with 
sounding rockets. 

28. It will be recalled that the General Assembly by its ' 
resolution 2223 (XXI) had requested the Committee on 
Outer Space to continue the preparation and consideration 
of suggestions for programmes of education and training of 
specialists in the peaceful uses of outer space to assist the 
developing countries. We note that the Committee on the 
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space has not been able to achieve 
enough in this regard. Also by resolution 2223 (XXI) the 
General Assembly had suggested that the Committee on the 
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space examine means to increase its 
usefulness as a centre of information for Member States, 
particularly the de.veloping countries and those with small 
space programmes. It is the view of my delegation that the 
Secretary-General may be requested to study these two 
matters with the help of consultants, if necessary, and to 
make a report on them to the twenty-third session of the 
General Assembly. Accordingly we would suggest the 
following para8raph to be included in the resolution on this 
subject: 

"Requests the Secretary-General, with the help of 
consultants, to prepare a report on the programmes of 
education and training of specialists in the peaceful uses 
of outer space to assist the developing countries, and on 
the means to increase the usefulness of the Committee on 
the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space as a centre of 
information for Member States, particularly the develop
ing countries and those with small space programmes." 

29. The report of the Working Group established to 
consider in sequence and make recommendations regarding 
the need, feasibility and implementation of a navigation 
services satellite system, which was prepared under the 
chairmanship of Professor E. V. Chitnis, has been repro
duced in annex IV of the Committee's report. The Working 
Group is of the opinion that it will be technically feasible 
to develop a navigation services satellite system to meet the 
particular needs of civil aviation and seaborne traffic and to 
help resolve many basic naVigational requirements. How
ever, the Working Group has suggested that the Inter
national Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the Inter
Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO), 
as well as other specialized agencies and interested inter
national governmental and non-governmental organizations, 
should continue to study the reqUirements for potential 

. applications for the navigation services satellite system in 
their areas of competence and has invited ICAO and IMCO 
as well as other agencies and organizations concerned to 
submit reports to the Committee, if possible, annually. The 
Inwan delegation hopes that the Working Group will be 
able to meet again to consider the reports submitted to the 
Committee and that the Working Group will be able to 
report further progress to the Committee. 

30. India attaches great importance to the proposed 
United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peace: ,>'. 

ful Uses of Outer Space to be held in Vienna in August 
1968, which will examine the practical benefits of space' . 
programmes on the basis of scientific and technical achieve: " 
ments and the opportunities available to non-space Powers· ,:' 
for international co-operation in space activities, with, 
special reference to the needs of the developing countries.', 
India will actively participate in the Conference by con-. 
tributing papers on various practical applications of space '. 
science such as geodesy, navigation communication and' 
meteorology. Since the Conference is primarily meant 
the advantage of the developing countries, it is our 
hope that they will send participants to the Conference 
derive as much benefit from it as possible. 

31. The Government of India has already made aV<LllalJ'" 

the services of Dr. Vikram A. Sarabhai, Chairman of the 
Atomic Energy Commission, on the panel of experts. We ~ 
are confident that the panel of experts, under the chairman-' 
ship of Dr. Sarabhai, will meet as and when necessary to,~ 
complete the tasks assigned to it within its terms 
reference. 

32. We are happy that the Legal Sub-Committee was 
to make some progress at its sixth session on the draft 
agreements on liability for damage caused by the 
of objects into outer space and assistance to and return 
astronauts and space vehicles. The early conclusion 
agreements on both those subjects is of vital importance,
today in the context of increased activity in space research 
and exploration of outer space. In fact we would like t6' 
have had agreements on those two subjects open for' 
signature last January simultaneously with the Treaty on 
Principles Governing the Activities of States in the l"'yn""rI._ 

tion and Use of Outer Space. But that did not mate 
as the Powers concerned paid insufficient attention to 
formulation of agreements on those subjects at that time; 

33. It has always been the view of the Indian delegation 
that consideration of the question of liability for damage~,. ' ' 
caused by the launching of objects into outer space ' 
receive priority. We hope that with the good work achieved • 
by the Legal Sub-Committee last summer in arriving , 
some agreed points on the question of liability, it will 
possible for this Sub-Committee to continue its good " 
at its seventh session, to find general agreement on the ' 
points which still remain unresolved, and to recommend " 
suitable agreement on this subject which could be adopted;,' , 
and opened up for signature by the General Assembly at i~s • 
twenty-third session, in 1968. 

34. My delegation notes with satisfaction that the 
Sub-Committee has already registered agreement on tM ' 
principle that a launching State should be absolutely liable. ' 
to pay compensation for damage caused on the surface or: 
the Earth and to aircraft in flight [ibid., annex III] 
appears that the Legal Sub-Committee was unable to 
any general agreement at its sixth session on what should l5e 
the appropriate financial limit for any cl/aims under the 
proposed agreement on liability for damage caused by the 
launching of objects into ,outer space. We feel that in die, 
nature of things it would be impossible to anticipate 
possible extent of damage in such cases with any l""~UllaVl'" 
degree of accuracy. The proposed agreement on liability, 
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should not, therefore, prescribe any financ-iallimit to daims 
which can be made against the launching State. Such claims 
mllst depend in particular cases on the f~lcts and extent of 

5 
39. I should now like to refer to another matter to which 
my delegation attaches great importance. We have pre
viously stated that outer space should be used exclusively 
for peaceful, meaning non-military, purposes and we remain 
convinced that the Treaty, on outer space will be incom
plete as long as it does not have a suitable provision to 
ensure that it will be utilized only for peaceful, meaning 
non-military, purposes. 

! 

,.~ 

the actual damage caused. 

i5. From the beginning we have always maintained the 
~osition that the question of assistance to astro~auts and 
rescue of astronauts are essentially humanitarian questions 
and should not be subjected to any controversy. We hope 
that it will be possible for the Legal Sub-Committee to 
complete its work on the draft agreement on this subject 
also at its seventh session and recommend a suitable 
agreement for adoption by the General Assembly. 

36. It is obvious that the question of haVing a precise 
definition of outer space has now assumed greater import
allce. The Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee, which 
was requested by the Legal Sub-Committee to provide a list 
of scientific criteria that would be helpful in the definition 
of outer space, has stated that it is not possible at the( 
present time to identify scientific or technical criteria 
permitting a precise and lasting definition of outer space. 
Nevertheless that Sub-Committee has ~tated in its report 
that it would be appropriate for it to continue considera
tion of this matter in its future meetings. We hope that 
Member States will be able to submit further relevant 
material for this Sub-Comrnittee's consideration and that 
the two Sub-Committees of the Committee on Outer Space 
will be able to find an acceptable definition of outer space 
s' )n. If a definition of outer space by the United Nations is 
unduly delayed, there is perhaps a danger that wme States 
may unilaterally put forward certain claims or declarations 
which may later complicate our efforts to arrive at a 
generally acceptable definition based on scientific criteria. 
It is also very important now to find general agreement for 
the principle that outer space would be utilized exclusively 
for peaceful, meaning non-military, purposes. This would 
naturally facilitate agreement by the non-space Powers on a 
liberal definition of outer space. 

40. Mr. KLUSAK (Czechoslovakia) (translated from 
Russian): New successes have been scored during the past 
year in the further exploration of space by man. May I take 
this opportunity to express our deep gratitude to all 
scientists and technicians for the results achieved. I would 
especially like to congratulate the Soviet scientists and 
technicians and the whole Soviet people for their latest 
outstanding SUccess in the launching of the Venus auto
matic station and the landing on L,._ surface of Venus. 

41. That remarkable :lchicvement, as confirmed by the 
wide and eloquent reactions in today's and yesterday's 
world press, is a new and important step in man's discovery 
of 1.he inl1nite spaces of the universe. And this new 
achievement is happening this year, ten years after the 
launching by the Soviet Union of the first artificial earth 
satellite. 

42. Ten years ago, ')n 4 October, the launching of the first 
satellite marked the beginning ofthe space era of mankind. 
The signals of the artificial satellite heralded a ft~at which is 
one of the most out$tanding events of the twentieth 
century. In these fjrst ten years there has been a rapid 
development of science ,md technology in the field of Outer 
space. 

43. Since the launching of the first artificial satellite there 
have, within short intervals, been other decisive achieve
ments, such as the first m,mned flight in space, the soft 
landing on the moon and the first exploration of other 
planets. 

44. These are fundamental events in the spa,~e era which 
had their origin in the country that this year celebrates the 
fiftieth anniversary of its birth. 

37, At the meeting of the Committee on Outer Space Jast 
month my delegation had already stressed the necessity of 
improving the organization of the Legal Sub-Committee's 
work in the future. It appears that at its sixth session in 
Geneva from 19 June to 14 July 1967, the Legal 
Sub-Committee met for a period of three weeks but had 
only one meeting each day, which proved inadequate for it 
even to complete a single item of its work satisfactorily. It 
would be immensely useful if the date of its next session 
were fixed well in advance, so that the members of that 
Sub-Committee may have sufficient time to prepare its 
\\iork, and it would also facilitate the holding of a larger 
number of meetings to enable the Sub-Committee to 
complete its work programme. 

45. The remarkable success achieved by the Soviet people 
and the primacy which it has achieved in the conquest of 
space are convinCing proofs of the increase of its strength, 
the foundations for w·hich were laid by the revolutionary 
events of fifty years ago, 

38. The Treaty on PrinCiples Governing the Activities of 
States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including 
the Moon and Other Celestial BocJies came into force on 10 
October. President Johnson while proclaiming the initiation 
of the Treaty stated that the next decade ~hould increas
ingly become a partnership not only between the Soviet 
Union and America, but among all nations under the sun 
imd stars. We welcome that statement and earnestly desire 
that both the United States and the Soviet Union will 
CO-operate in this field' in greater measure with other 
nations. 

46. Between 1917 and 1957 there ,is an intimate and a 
logical link. The year 1917 marks the beginning of an era of 
a new social system and 1957 marks the beginning of the 
era of the exploration of space. Soviet space science and 
technology deserve to be highly appreciated by all man
kind. 

47. The Czechoslovak delegation considers that this year 
too the work of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of 
Outer Space was useful and helped to bring about closer 
co-operation between States in this field, as may be seen 
from the report distributed to ,us in document A/6804. 

48. On 10 October the Treaty on Principles GOvt'fJ1ing the 
Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer 
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Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies 
[resolution 2222 (XXI)] came into force, and our country 
was one of the first to sign and ratify it. We regard it as an 
important step towards making outer space a zone of peace 
and co-operation, first of all because the Treaty prohibits 
the placing of weapons of mass destmctionin orbit around 
the earth. The Treaty also contains basic provisions for the 
settlement of legal problems arising out of the activities in 
space and has thus become the basis for a Inore detailed 
solution of some problems which we think should be 
worked out as soon as possible. Czechoslovakia considers 
that among the most urgent questions is that of an 
agreement on the assistance to be given to astronauts in the 
event of an accident or of an emergency landing. We hope, 
in view of the urgency of this question, that the necessary 
progress will be made in the shortest possible time. 

49. Another very urgent problem is the working out of a 
draft agreement on liability for damage. An acceptable 
solution must be found from among the varying concepts 
of the different legal systems. We consider that the 
principle that the main responsibility for activities in space 
falls on the State, should be the main guiding factor and 
that, if that principle were acted on, such an agreement 
could also be successfully concluded. 

50. Resolution 2222 (XXl)-unanimously adopted on the 
initiative of France-has presented the Committee with new 
tasks, or rather entrusted it with the study of questions 
relating to the working out of a definition of outer space 
and to its utilization, including the question of space 
communications. The Committee has already started work
ing on these tasks. We are dealing here with an important 
problem in the solution of which all States are interested, 
and we think it advisable that the problem should be 
debated in the Committee and in both Sub-Committees. An 
approach covering all aspects of the problem should achieve 
useful results, taking into account the principle of the 
sovereignty of States and the needs for their security. Of 
course, some time will be needed to achieve such results. 

51. The debates in the Committee up to now point to the 
fact that as a result of the rapid development of science and 
technology, it will become increasingly urgent that detailed 
rules should be gradually worked out in the various fields of 
space activity such as meteorology, geodesy, navigation 
and, especially, space communication, both frorr. the leg:lI 
and from the scientific and technical points of view. As far. 
as Czechoslovakia is concerned we have for some time 
already devoted close attention to space communications 
and have had the opportunity on a number of occasions of 
making known our views on this subject. 

52. We consider that the further development of space 
communications must be based on the principle of equality 
and non-discrimination. It must serve to strengthen inter
national peace and security and contribute to further 
progress and co-operation between peoples in the eco
nomic, scientific, social and cultural fields. That is why we 
have recommepded that an item should soon be included in 
the agenda of the Committee and its bodies asking for the 
working out of the main principles regulating the develop
ment and operation of telephone and telegraph systems 
through artificial satellites. That would also be consonant 
with paragraph 4 (b) of resolution 2222 (XXI). 

53. We are confronted with urgent tasks and that is why 
we support the recommendation made by the Committee in 
paragraph 15 of its report that the Legal Sub-Committee 
should meet early in 1968. 

54. On the activities in the scientific and technical fields 
the report also contains many important recommendations 

:i 
on questions relating to the exchange of informatipn, 
support for regional programmes, international research If 
equipment and the preparation and training of personnel. 
The activities of the Working Group studying the possibility 
of creating a navigation services satellite system also 
deserves attention. Although no final conclusions have been 
drawn as yet, the work done up to now has been useful. 
That is why the Czechoslovak delegation also supports the 
conclusions reached in the Committee's report on the 
scien tific and technical fields. 

55. The research now being conducted on outer space has 
reached the stage where we consider that increasingly 
systematic international co-operation on an ever bigger 
scale is required. 

56. We are convinced that the results of space exploration 
and the practical benefits of international co-operation 
could make themselves more felt and prove more useful if 
the international situation was not worsening because of 
the aggressive action of some Powers and if an end could be 
put to the armaments race and substantial progress could be 
achieved in matters which would lead to general and 
complete disarmament. 

57. Czechoslovakia attaches great importance to inter
national co-operation in outer space activities and is taking 
part to the limits of its ability in certain scientific fields of 
space exploration. That is why we value highly the further 
development of co-operation this year between socialist 
States of which the General Assembly was informed in 
document A/6668. Because of the contribution made in the 
first place py Soviet science and technology, the develop
ment of this co-operation opens up to us new and wider' 
possibilities for active participation in space research and 
the practical utilization of such research in numerous fields. 

58. . Our scientists are now preparing with keen interest for 
active participation in the international Conference in ! 

Vienna on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer 
Space. We are sure the Conference will provide' a review of 
the first ten years of space exploration and will contribute 
to the practical utilization of those results in the interests 
of all interested States. 

59. As each year passes, the great tasks of space explora
tion exert an ever-increasing influence on the activities of 
the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of 
Outer Space, which as a result contributes to the develop
ment of co-operation between States' in this sphere. We are 
ready to continue to support fully the activities of that 
Committee along those lines in the future. 

60. Mr. VINCI (Italy): My first and most pleasant duty is 
to convey to you, Mr. Chairman, the warmest congratula
tions of the Italian delegation on your election to the 
Chairmanship of the First Committee at the twenty-second,; 
session of the General Assembly. Your personality and your: 
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ualitics are well known 10 the Committee. You have 
~rvcd on its Bureau for the past three years in capacities 
cnt:liling increasing responsibility, and we: have no doubt 
that your experience and competence will enable you 
slIcc,:ssfully to lead our work this year to cdEStructive 
conclusions through a very heavy anel momen to us agenda. 

61. Our congratulations go also to another whose face is 
familiar in our Committee, the representative of the 
Byciorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, i:mbas
sador Guerodot Gavrilovich Tchernouchtchenko. No one 
could be personally more pleased than I at his unanimous 
election to the Vice-Chairmanship of this Committee. 

62. I should also like to express similar congratulations to 
the Rapporteur, Mr. Torsten Om' of Sweden. The presence 
of a Swedish representative on the Bureau of the Com
mittee is a well-deserved recognition of the important role 
that his country has played in the field of disarmament, 
both at the United Nations and at the Conference of the 
Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament in Geneva. 

63. Ten years ago at tbis time the world was jolted by a 
radio "beep" which would have been of very little 
significance had it not been for the extraordinary fact that 
it was corning from a transmitter located on board the first 
artificial satellite placed in orbit by the ingenuity and 
technical skill of human beings. 

64 Amidst expressions ()f the a:;tonishmell t and pride of 
all the people on earth at that accomplishment, the United 
Nations reacted at the time wi th rernarkable speed .to t~le 
implications of the new era. The thrteenth :;ession of the 
General Assembly, acting upon the rccommendation of the 
United States and the Soviet lJnioll, unanimo1lsly endorsed 
by all Member States, adopted on 13 December 1958 
resolution 1348 (XIII) in which. 

"Desiring to promote energetically the fullest exploi"z.
tion and exploitation of outer space for tlw benefit of 
rnanki"nd, 

"Omsciolls that recen t devdopmen ls in respect of 
outer ~p:.lce have added a nEW ciimemion to man's 
existence and opened new possibilities for the iIlcrease of 
h.is knowledge ,md the improvemell t of his life,"-

it decided, inter alia, that the activities and resources of the 
United Nations and of its specialized agencies and other 
international bodies relating to the peaceful uses of outer 
space bad to be assessed and co-ordinated; the co-ordina
tion of national research programmes for the study of outer 
space under United Nations auspices had to be promoted: 
the future organizational arrangements to facilitate inter
national co-operation in the space field \vithin the frame
work of the United Nations had to be defined; and the 
nature of legal problems which might arise if! the carrying 
out of programmes to explore outer space had to be 
assessed. 

65. A year later, on 12 December 1959, the fourteen Ih 
session of the General Assembly approved unan(mously 
resolution 1472 (XIV) which, on the hasis of the results of 
the studies performed by an ad hoc Committee in accord 
Jnee with resolution 1348 (XIII), established a Committee 
on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space with twenty-foul 
members, increased now· to twenty-eight members by 
resolution 1721 (XVI). 
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66. Since then, thl? COlll111ittee on the Peaceful Uses of 
Outcr Space klS worked resulJrly and, with the help of its 
Legal and Scic'Jllific and Tecbilical Sub-Committees, has 
been plodding slowly but surdy towards the fulfiIrnen t of 
the difficult t:lsk ~l~sign(;d to it. SeveraJ importanL resolu
lioilS havl? bc,en proposed by thl? Committee and 
un:l1limously i,p\!wved by the General Assembly. Some 
wry useful documents klvc been produced which have 
been lwipful in spreading knowledge about space matters 
amongst Member States; an international sounding rocket 
range at Thumba has been sponsored; and this first decade 
of space activity has been crowned by the elaboration and 
signature of the space Treaty, which establishes the rules of 
conducl for States engaged or planning to engage in the 
peaceful expJorationof outer space. 

67. While our Committee on Outer Space was toiling with 
ils tasks the space scientists and ent,;· ~ers of the world \vere 
certainly not waiting for its guidance in:)f(ler to proceed 
with the carrying out of their programmes at a much 
greater speed. In kn short years of the space age, which, in 
terms of teclU1ological progress, could be recorded as 

,hundreds of years, the world has witnessed the most 
extJaordinary accomplishments which would not even have 
been dreamed of nCtecll years ago. 

68. The earth has been orbited for days by astronauts and 
cosmonauts; the mysteries of outer space and other planets 
of our sobr system ~,re slowly unveiled by United States 
and Soviet alltornatic.space :;hips; the moon has become a 
familiar place, thank; ,0 the Lumr, Ranger, Surveyor and 
Orbiter probes; and tiL ,J~IY a human being will SCI foot on 
a l;e\estial body other tlian the earth.is getting close, while 
the knowledge of co:;mic t;nvironment has increased more 
in those ten years UtilI! ill all tilt" centuries since the birth of 
civilizatioll. 

69. [n adcljtjoil to the great scicntifi( endeavours in space, 
the fidel of space aFplic:11ions has ,d:,n bee]] fluurishing: 
:ndeorological satellites, ',:ornmunication satellites and 
sur{eillance satt"lliks 11:1v(; reached the u-pcrati·.mal stage, 
while llavigation :::cttellitcs, ,';nth resources SJidiites, broad· 
.;asting s:itellites and manIled-space stations are pbnned or 
are in the experirncllial st'l~;e. 

70. The :-:p:lce applications activity is truly the most 
significant o/" all space endeavours because it is closely 
related to the practical benefits that mankind is expecting 
fwm the peaceful ust's of 'J11ter space even if, in the long 
range, the scientific achievements open new and unex
pected areas for more flpplicatium. 

71. L,st but not [":Jst, since by their very nature space 
activities are international, these J1rst len years of the space 
age have established the foundation of a lasting inter
national co-oper[ltion: the lTlany bilateral agreements con
duded by the Unitd States NASA with more than 80 
nations, and the regional :,pace pacts of the EuroFan Space 
Research Organization (ESRO), the European Space 
Vehicle Launcher Development Organization (ELDO), the 
Intcr,Ailll;rican St:ltcs and the socialist States are vivid 
\,xamples ot all active partnership towards peaceful space 
objectivcs. 

72. In that respect I would mention briefly the very 
encouraging experience made by Italy in carrying out its 
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space activities in co-operation with other countries. Italy 
enjoys a very effective working relationship with all the 
other members of t~e ELDO group and the ties of 
friendship, technicl,ll integration and reciprocal. esteem' 
established during the development work of the EUROPA 
booster and its experimental satellite represent a priceless 
dividend for our aerospace industries. 

73. Similarly, the co-operation within ESRO has 
strengthened the already existing ties among Italian and 
other European scientists and has further stimulated the 
exchange of views and the conduct of joint projects of great 
scientific value. 

74. Equally satisfying has been our co-operation with 57 
other countries within the International Telecommunica
tions Satellite Consortium (lNTELSAT) for the joint 
purpose of developing and operating a global satellite 
communications system. The Italian representative member 
of INTELSAT, TELESPAZIO, has recently enlarged and 
modernized its ground station which with two antennas
one has an 84-foot disc-and updated supporting equip
ment, is one of the most advanced in the world today. 

75. Furthermore, I wish to mention with particular 
pleasure the friendly co-operation with the United States of 
America and with the Republic of Kenya in the conduct of 
the San Marco project. 

76. The United States National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration supplfed the Italian Commission for Space 
Research of the Italian National Research Council with the 
Scout booster and with highly appreciated technical advice 
and assistance throughout the programme, and the 
Republic of Kenya, through its scientists of the University 
of Nairobi, provided co-operation in the acquisition and 
analysis of data for the ionospheric experiments carried out 
by the San Marco B Satellite and supplied valuable and 
specialized logistic services both at the launching site and at 
the tracking and telemetering station at Nairobi. That 
co-operation, which is continuing for future launchings of 
more sophisticated San Marco satellites and which brings 
together in the peaceful exploration of space one of the 

. great space Powers, the United States, a developing nation, 
Kenya, and a fairly developed one, Italy, has been 
extremely satisfactory. 

77. I wish also tei take this opportunity to repeat what has 
been stated many times in the past by my delegation, that 
the Italian Government is ready to make available the San 
Marco mobile range and to co-operate with any nation or 
group of nations which might be interested in launching 
space vehicles from that equatorial site. In this respect I 
believe that it might be interesting to note that the United 
Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space 
has prepared a very good set of conditions, for sponsorship 
by the United Nations, of international sounding rocket 
ranges, but no consideration has been given so far to 
establishing a set of rules for an international satellite 
launching range. 

78. The subject of international satellite launching ranges, 
with its implication of joint launchings of space vehicles by 
many nations, leads me to offer some considerations which 
are a logical conseque·nce of my previous remarks, namely, 

that the world is still very far from the ultimate goal in 
field of international co-operation in outer 
conduct of joint launchings and joint programmes by 
interested nations, especially by the two great 
Powers. 

79. The General Assembly of the United Nations 
asserted, in dozens of unanimously approved 
over the past ten years, that space activities are 
fundamental importance for the benefit of mankind .. 
spite of the fact that in recent years several nations 
made notable progress in ~·this field-some, like 
Canada, the United Kingdom and Italy, achieving the 
of placing satellites in orbit-it is an undeniable truth 
the great bulk of space exploration and exploitation is 
the fairly exclusive domain of the two great Powers, 
United States and the Soviet Union. We all belong to 
human race and so we feel entitled to comment 
activity which is recognized as being full of 

. benefit for all of us, and on the way that activity is 
out by the States which have the main responsibility for 

80. First of all, we have a feeling of admiration for 
tremendous achievements of which both countries. 
justly proud, such as the missions of the astronauts 
cosmonauts, the solar and planetary probes and 
launching of space vehicles to the moon, which are 
fantastic feats. We learnt yesterday that the Soviet 
ship had successfully landed on Venus. We heard 
morning from the representative of the Soviet Union 
first results of that outstanding achievement. This is 
extraordinary event which increases our admiration for 
Russian scientists who have been the first to reveal 
surface of Venus. While that Soviet space ship· 
approaching Venus, a United States space ship was 
lowing at a greater distance and will fly close to the 
Both of those space craft were tracked with the f'n_nn,'r"., 

tion of the 10drell Bank Observatory in the 
Kingdom. That is why in expressing the warmest 
gratulations of my delegation to the Soviet Union and 
United States and to the United Kingdom 
cannot help but wonder whether this encounter under 
sign of Venus could be a good omen for international 
The mythological Venus had several love affairs. If 
celestial Venus could have a joint love affair with the 
suitors of today we certainly would not mind. 

81. I would go further and say that mixed with 
feelings of awe and appreciation for these endeavours 
have a feeling of slight regret that it has not been possib 
up to now for the JWo space Powers to co-operate 
with each other in the realm of space after the 
expectations raised by the exchange of letters hpturP,'n 

President Kennedy and Chairman Khruschev in 
1962. That exchange produced the . 
agreement l which fell far short of the great ideas .,-,rn"lH..· 

lated by the two leaders, and neither the conduct· 
"hand-in-hand" proj~cts nor the "mutual definition of 
to be taken in sequence for a joint exhaustive scien 
investigation of the planets Mars or Venus", envisaged 
such letters, has materialized. My delegation firmly 
that it would be a great victory for the cause of peace 

I Official Records of the General Assembly. Seventeenth 
Annexes. agenda item 27, document A/C.I/SSO. 
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for the whole human race if the two great space Powers, 
their present differences notwithstanding, could agree at 
least to join forces in the next large space enterprise after 
the lunar landing-presumably the manned exploration of 
Mars. My country, as I am sure many others, is ready to 
render all co-operation and assistance for the planning of 
such an endeavour, which would contribute more than 
anything else on earth to the establishment of a spirit of 
global understanding and to the cessation of the arms race. 

82. It requires some courage to take new initiatives, but 
we should be inspired by the courage of the astronauts and 
cosmonauts, who have been recognized as ambassadors of 
mankind. Unless bold steps are taken to break the spiral of 
the arms race humanity is doomed to an inglorious end. 
Space is offering us an opportunity to change that gloomy 
future into a future of hope and exciting discoveries. It is 
our duty to exploit it. 

83. I wish now to comment briefly on the report of the 
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, which is 
before us for consideration and approval. Like previous 
reports, it is a well-prepared document for which full credit 
should be given to the able, experienced and active 
Chairman of the Committee, Mr. Kurt Waldheim, to the 
members of its bureau, Mr. Gheorghe Diaconescu of 
Romania and Mr. Geraldo de Carvalho Silos of Brazil, and 
to the dedicated personnel of the Outer Space Affairs 
Group under the leadership of Mr. Abdel-Ghani. It goes 
without saying, of course, that my delegation, having 
participated in the work of the Committee and of its 
subsidiary bodies, fully concurs with the recommendations 
contained in the report and supports them for the approval 
of the General Assembly. I shall therefore limit my remarks 
to the significance of some new ideas presented during the 
discussions in the Committee and to the general guidelines 
for its future work and that of its auxiliary bodies, as seen 
by my delegation. 

84. Considering first of all the work performed by the 
Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee, I wish to com
ment on the proposal made by some representatives to 
examine the possibility of creating a United Nations space 
agency to deal with all matt\;rs pertaining to international 
co-operation in space. Other representatives have taken the 
position that the creation of such an agency would be 
premature at this time and would not be warranted by the 
scope and extent of today's co-operative programmes. My 
delegation shares the latter opinion and furthermore 
believes that a space agency is not really needed inasmuch 
as the combination of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses 
of Outer Space, especially if completed in all its bureaux, as 
envisaged by United Nations rules, and the Outer Space 
Affairs Group of the Secretariat supplies a legislative
executive leadership which is just as effective as an agency 
in dealing with space matters. It might be, as has been 
suggested, that the Outer Space Affairs Group should be 
enlarged in order to cope with its growing activity and 
responsibilities, and my delegation is in favour of such a 
step, taken in the light of a demonstrated need. In that 
connexion my delegation is rather worried about the 
statement by Mr. Abdel-Ghani that his office has not been 
able to implement some of the recommendations approved 
by the General Assembly because of lack of funds and 
personnel. That being the case, it seems advisable that those 

deficiencies should be corrected in order not to jeopardize 
the remarkable efforts made by the office to carry out 
space policies recommended by the Committee on the 
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and endorsed by the General 
Assembly. 

85. In particular, the Committee on Outer Space recom
mended that the report on co-operative international space 
programmes, which is one ohhe key documents produced 
by the Office of Outer Space Affairs, should be given "as 
wide a distribution as possible". 

86. This phrasing is considered not too satisfactory by my 
delegation. We have accepted it only as a compromise, 
because we feel that there should be a very clear designa
tion of the addresses in an approved mailing list which 
would cut short all complaints from interested parties and 
go a long way towards the goal of providing the informa
tion to whoever needs it. This consideration also applies to 
the distribution of the International Directory of Facilities 
for Education and Training in Basic Subjects Related to the 
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. 

87. In regard to the encouragement of international 
programmes my delegation shares the views of many others 
that the World Weather Watch Programme organized by the 
World Meteorological Organization is a re:l!istic and well
constructed programme which deserves to be supported by 
all Member States so that it can be rapidly implemented. 

88. Apart from this programme, my delegation notes a 
regrettable lack of new initiatives in the area of inter
national programmes and believes that a bold approach is 
required from the Committee in finding possible ways of 
international co-operation in the field of space applications, 
in order to avoid increasing disenchantment by the de
veloping countries with the perspectives of practical space 
benefits. 

89. I mention on purpose "space applications" because 
they produce immediate and practical benefits while the 
scientific programmes are aimed at the development of 
knowledge which, in turn, might result in beneficial 
applications but at a much later date. 

90. Here again it requires a certain amount of courage to 
discuss matters which involve so many problems and which 
it would be much easier to shelve indefinitely, waiting for 
the problems to solve th~mselves and hoping that nobody 
will raise any embarrassing questions. But questions are 
being and will be raised, and it is foolish to try to ignore 
them. 

91. Meteorological satellites benefit mankind in many 
ways, and sO do communication satellites, earth resources 
satellites, educational broadcasting satellites, navigation 
satellites, peace surveillance satellites and manned space 
activities. 

92. It is the opinion of my delegation that, no matter how 
complex and difficult the matters related to such applica
tions, they should be discussed by the Committee on the 
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, not for the purpose of 
finding immediate solutions or presenting proposals which 
might be premature at the present stage, but with the 
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intention of clarifying the issues at stake in each case for 
the benefit of all Member States, which will thus be in the 
position to make far-reaching decisions when the time is 
ripe to consider them. 

93. In this regard my delegation wishes to give full support 
to the suggestion made in the Scientific and Technical 
Sub-Committee [48th meeting] by the representative of 
Australia that: 

" ... The Sub-Committee might discuss more fully new 
applications of satellite technology which were approach
ing or had' reached realization and which would benefit 
from implementation on an international basis." 

94. This, we believe, will tremendously help non-space and 
developing countries to take a new interest in space affairs 
by bringing the potential benefits of various satellite 
systems into the proper perspective and inserting a note of 
practical concern into a debate which in these last years, by 
being mainly concerned with the scientific and legal aspect 
of space activities, has resulted in the growing absenteeism 
of those countries interested only in space practical benefits 
aimed at solving their immediate problems. 

95. By the same token it is significant to note that the 
development of that absenteeism in regard to the potentials 
of space activities is threatening the success of the 
forthcoming Vienna Conference. Already approximately 30 
per cent of the developing States Members of the United 
Nations have declined to participate. While my delegation 
hopes that those States will reconsider their decision, it 
wishes to reassert its interest in and full support for the 
Conference which, as one of the previous speakers 'has 
stated, should become one of the milestones in the' 
development of international co-operation for the peaceful 
uses of outer space. 

96. Finally, my delegation wishes to reaffirm here its 
appreciation for the brilliant work performed by the 
Government of India at the international sounding rocket 
range of Thumba, and its full support for the granting of 
United Nations sponsorship to the new sounding rocket 
facilities provided by the Government of Argentina for the 
peaceful exploration of outer space. 

97. I wish to make some remarks now on the legal aspects 
of the report of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses'bf 
Outer Space. I shall start by joining my colleagues in 
commending the signing of the space Treaty by eighty-eight 
States and the fact that it entered into effect on 10 October 
1967. The Committee on Outer Space deserves full credit 
for the preparation of this document which represents, in 
my opinion, one of the major political achievemen ts of the 
past few years. It represents also a solid foundation on 
which future peaceful co-operation in space among States 
can be built, with its important implications for the 
solution of our earthly problems. 

98. It has been stated by some colleagues that the failure 
to arrive at a clear-cut definition of the boundary between 
air space and outer space could have the effect of 
weakening the provisions of the Treaty. My delegation does 
not share that pessimistic opinion and confirms its belief 
that for the time being there is no practical need for such a 
definition for the application of the Treaty, especially in 

view of the impossibility, as reported by the experts of the:: 
Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee, of indicating.;.·
scientific and technical criteria for establishing where air; 
space ends and outer space begins. . .. :.::~~:'M 

9.9. Unfortunately, the note of success represented by t.he . ~;1;~;:~ 
stgnature of the space Treaty has not been followed wtth., .~.;t?:~ 
equal momentum by the Legal Sub-Committee in elabor~ .' ~:;~tf'I" 
ating the detailed clauses for the agreement on liability and.:.:·'J:.:.'~.·,:.; 
damages and assistance to and return of astronauts. We );:'i~::, 
would have preferred in this respect to receive from the<:'~~l'0 
Committee on Outer Space a much thinner report, since the,~~.;~ij\. ';' 
thickness of the one before us is caused by the diSCOrdaJlt· .. ~;£·~i5.~ 
legal opinions contained in the annex. ;~,;;:,~, .~ 

100. However, much as I regret this slow-down of the·::i]~;~.;'~ 
work of the Legal Sub-Committee, I have to aCknOWledge'.)~:·o~'l ... 
that its task becomes more and more difficult as the.:<~; ~ ·H 

, ,Fe ~-.... _,_ .... ~ 

discussion shifts from gener~l pri~ciples !o detailed ~gree~.· .. $';;.·'i.' J 
ments on complex matters mvolvmg natIOnal soveretgnty .. :;<;;,·<1 
and financial compensations. I am theref?re encourag~d ?y '''~i~~:'~ 
the statement made by the representattve of the SOYlet:. ,t~~';t 
Union during the tenth session of the Committee on the .. ~<i~;" 
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space on assistance to and return ofY:X'~:~ 
astronauts and space craft, which might help in reaching 3::.<:~~;ra 
definite agreement on this subject. '~"1!t'~1 

101. It is the opinion of m~ delegation that assistance t~.,:ot;.~'~·.J 
and rescue and return to theu home country of astronauts:; •. 1 
and cosmonauts is not only a legal responsibility but ai'" \~ 
moral and humanitarian one as well, thus isolating this issue'?'iy', 
from any political by-play and requiring an immediate . ~-1 
solution.,,) 

102. In order to achieve positive action both on that·.~,'~~{:j 
agreement and on the one on liability and damages, it"'~';~?~ 

appears desi~able that the Legal Sub-Co~mitte~ meet as}t~/~ 
soon as posstble, .even before the end of this seSSlOn of the .. ,,;.,~ .~ 
General Assembly, taking into consideration the favourable' 1M~A 

evolution of the positions of some Member States WhiCfi ... >~*~,.':"f 
might bring about a general agreement in a short period of'::~:;0- ' 

time. : ~~~t, 
103. I have now come to the end of my statement-it was- \~;'l,:,~, 

a little too l.on
g
, perhaps, 'and I apologize for having tak~fl .. <:.'.'~ .. '.·'·~".-·.:.· •• ':.·.;.;'.;I: so much of the Committee's time, I should like to conclude :":_~" 

with one special wish. Going back to an expression I used:;;~:';: 1 
before, I would say that the second decade of the spac~::}~::i;" 
venture starts under the sign of Venus. She was for the, <::"?; 
ancient Greeks and Romans the incarnation of beauty and-,':i:,~;1 
love. Let us hope that the next ten years will be marked by,,~:;::~ 
more beauty a~d more lov.e, bringing us closer to the old\:~~:~;'·,~ 
dream of mankind, everlastmg peace on earth,),::f;.£~ 

. ';";'.: ';;;1 
104. Mr. DIACONESCU (Romania) (translated frorn\1~1J~:f 
French): The present discussion on international co-opera-,':.:~::;·:· . 
tion in the peaceful uses of outer space is given speciah;,~;t:;;>, ; 
significance by the fact that it is occurring at a time when :·'.:o1:~; 
we are taking stock of the first decade of outer space"}J~':; 
activities. The Soviet Union launching of the first artificial..:>;;'/. 
Earth satellite on 4 October 1957 opened a new chapter in:')D 
the history of human thinking and Civilization, the chapter·':;;,' 

>-):~.'<"l. 

of the cosmic age. ~:'i;~!~/' 

105. If we look back over the ten years of space aCtiVities,}{~f!;·~, 
we note that the schedule of efforts devoted to conquering ~~JS:;1'1l 

~{~~ 
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~~'~!-"~P:1'X lor t.hl~ lx;tcfi t . of m;;nunc: j:;, i"li:lrkcd hy 
'11'1'" ,'ments that have:! pm:!c :1;'1,)0[10:',1:\; lor ~Il ,""" , 

dcveiopmi'lli" 

10(,. i:, n1;cr ,"1)(::·:1<,""; h:h', :;1<.u "'Ii) lll!::r 
, '1''''''' ~(t·'· "l"- '1~"l the rcsc~trch ~~~L{rn._!(! 'ulll :,c, 

;tl:l,r"ii"j"'\11:;': :'~;~:,~~~~' ~{:;:i ':(!~'i~:~: J[r\,'ady H:VL':i!:d th~!;I'.i 
,)'re s dlCfc'd by the ll:;( of ouier ,'pace. 'Nhdl ii, :ic,:'n 'j,', 

~I 11l'\\7 method of ::JCl;ekrating economic and soci31 progress 
III tiw world and furthering co-nper:,Uon ]J1d doser 
rela lions among States, Space ships, the me"seJlg(~;'S ot 
1"ll'S "cnills are heina launched more and more boldly !ld • b ~ to 

deep into space, establishing one 'lfter the otiler Hew 
advance posts on this voyage of hUfl1;1lI discovet']', 

107, The bnding of (iF; :Sovi£;( UllmilnlKd ~;lati(;ll \, ',;!lllS'~ 
on the; pLl!Jd \\:nllS l~ ,eICll',:,;'!; btest lriumph in ell;:! 
Jirecliort, I !:ike this opporlUliit.y W cxkud to [be Soviet 
L:nioll ddcg:ltion the hClriicsl ,:()ogratuialicns uf the 
Romanian deleg::! inn un tint cur,stinding triul1lph of Sovie:t 
seien Ct.' and lcchnoiogy, 

lOS, The increasingly i'rcq !J(Tr I: u:;c ,;( :illiGcial :·,ate!Ji r<.s t~) 
perform meteorological, ;::1' <il1d sea navigatiolJ, and tdc
cOilm;unications ai1d televiSIOn :;Cl''IiCl':;, !J;t::; ;llnl,ldy b,:;;:ome 
a commonplace. One important pf)knti:ii j~ld()r III this 
rclatll·elv new field of human :.IGtivity i~ the raplditK'\Ime 
in the n~l1nbcr of Stat;:s directly cngac;'.:J in ;;pace n::;';:l'ch, 
In ,Iddition to the SUVleT l;ni,)n the Uniw(I Sfat(::< 01 

Alllt.:rtCa and Fr,tncc. :1 gT(:\,v-'ing HL1.cnbcr or COlinlri~~~ ~'ir(~ 
;uldllg part .in thl: dl,)rl:i :liF""d ;t the c;onquc:;r oj ,p'leC', A 
quick glance at the rel'i<:.'\V of nation:d aXid CO"Upl;nJ!'v" 

space activ~tic~ [A/Ae f05/L,36} that ,,\i;rs discu~seci :.If. tl"k' 

last :ws:;iofl of the Scientific Gii
'
': T I;.:chmcil Silb-Commit!'.,>_" 

reveaL how substallti::!l and varil:d lb~ ':O,)COli of mill;Y 

Slaks has bl:come with legal" 1 to fcC,l'arci1 on the pl')bkrns 
of outer space, 

',(J-t;. F("fl'IIJ-'.' TlotL~~;v(;rt1p/ is the i!P~"";v'.ir;~ inLerest t:.d~j,?n ill ./. -' i" 1.. •• ) ~- \.~ '.~ <_ 

spaCl; activities by the specialized agencies and by other 
intemJtion~t1 organizations, ill parti.~ulJr the lntern;ltional 
TcieculJ1munication Union, the World iYktc\)roiogiccd 
Or2Wlizution, the International Civil Aviation Organization, 
tht;~ lntcr-gov~rnmcntal Maritime Consultative Org:mizDtion, 
COSPAR and others, Over the past year, d"forts aimed at 
developing activities in the ,;xploration and usc:- of outer 
space for peaceful ends have been "ccompanied by further 
steps towards the creation and strengthening of ttl" kgai 
fOllndation that must underlie that activity, Following the 
Signature in January 1967 of the Treaty on Principles 
Gon:rning the Activities of State~; in the Explor~!t~on and 
Lse of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other CelestJaI 
BOdies, discussions have been held within the Legal 
Sub,Committee concerning draft ugn:ernents on assistance 
to :md return of astronauts and space vehicle~;, as well as on 
thl; liability for damages caused by the launching of obj(cb 
in tu outer space, 

110, Althm'i;h the rrC!:;r~ss mad,: thi~' Y:"ar \,jtll the 
preparation of these t\V\) ,:gn:cmcnts ~;ecms :,elativdy sfllJli, 

the Romani:,n ckkgatiun is of Iht' opinion til,]!. ,he 
clisr.;us:;ions (1rj tXci1:111geS of \'j"ws on iiJe subjed have' beer 
most useful f.;stablishi'ng ttie basis for mure productive 
a(ti'iity in the future. 

.) (){,tl)ber 1 ~)()7 II 

\':{t.:;[l::il,:?:C t)f vi,.'\v~; th::-i. iJ:~~; Ld~l.:l thi:~ :Y"';;~i.i' ··,'i';lhin U-ii.: 

Le,),,! Sllb-C)l1JlllJ!tc\: and [Ii" Scicil ili], and 'j,:dmi,;al 
,()lli,:"C\:}jH~nii U.'C (:c,nCtJ.ltinU. fh\.~ ck}·init!.on o( ·JliL!.~l ~\~'(~lCC. 

{i~. \Vt:.: \>·;j1:~.iJC{ thai. thl.~ (~l.:rtl,.'{:-d ;\:>l'Inb!y ~:1ICUj,..-1 
request th(' Commii1ce ',)11 Uk J'c;tr.>(ul i:~c:,; dOlll'.:! Sp:>l'l' 
lu 80 on tryil!,£' to dr:JW Upj ,:k,initicn tilat \'iili :'llSun.i 

both respect for lhe sovereignty of States OWl' UI<,;ir'lir 
"pace ;;nel the: fn:c ~!cceSS of State,s to oukr ~;p:lce VVldl " 
view to its exp!or~tion and usc for pe3ceful purposes. 

.i.l3, In its belief in wide Cll"opcr:ltioll among StJtcs b~iscd 
C·J1 eqil:llity of rights ,mdll1111Ual bcnefits, Romania is doing 
its utmost, in :Jccord:.1IlCl~ 'viti! its mc:ms, to ,:ontribull' to 
the erf()rts being m:.Idc by the intcfl],ltiunal cOlTJtnunity to 
,;xpICt" eUler ",ll:)'>.' ;,ud make 1l5l' of it Cor the t:c'lJcllr of alI 
iHJnkip,:J. 

1 j 4. Durill~ lhi~~ YC;lf. the spa,:,-' rese:!rcll llluJerttken by 
Rumanian cxp"rt::", b:lo jncluded upl[c:al trad:ing uf arti11ci:,iI 
satdlite:: !()[ vpiH'J))('ridt's service:; anel the c;ilcul:ition ,)f 
:;atdlile co,ol"dinatcs .. re;;c;[,dw:; on gil:; dYllilmics ::md flight 
theory, :marysC':) of data prcwidcd by mcteorological~a!d
liles, alid pll),slnlogiGal and l1ll'dic:d ;!lv\;:;lig:ttjon~; \Vlf.h 
special \"mpliasis on the influence on :he Living org:ldisrn 01 
certain environmental l:onditioli:; ,·kin to th,),,;c tb;:tt pn:vail. 
during outer sp;:cc night. 

j,15 1I1ost oC rhL' ;nve:;i:i~~~jions wnc carried <Jut \,ilthlll the 
f"l[LfllC\york of bilateral, ;\:~gicnaj ':;1" jn tCl'national Co-opl:r:t" 
lion. The satelLite tracking \d~IS done in l;O-UPCr:JIIUfJ witll 
the C()smo~~ Centre in Moscow, the Smith:;onian Institution 
at Cambridge, Mnssaci11.':>ctts, the Goddard Sp:rGc F;i;hi 
Center (NASA.) Of vvithin the il";lfi]CWork of [he m;ROBS 
;l11d INTEROBS prCf;rc,cn!m',:, 30me ::ular inve:;lj,'~:;lhuns 
\vere made with:in lhe fl:al1k";\"Jrk of thc prognmmlG 
entitled "Rapid Vari,ltions of SO!:if j'Vfagncli(; Fjcld~ ,\ 
co-ordinakd by the PuIbyvo Obscrv:llory (tISSR), ,'I uf jhe 
programme kuown as lh(; Proton FLire ProJ\:cl, (:0-

orclinated by the Meudon Ob~,crvaLory (France), 

I J 6, Rumanian institutions :rlso 11:lve \:O-Opi.T:.ll ivc iillks 
with other astronomic"l ob:;f:natories taking part in ~pace 
programmes, such as those of Zuricb, Athens, Honolulu, 
the Fraunhofer Institute of Frciburg, etc. Bilateral co
operation progLlrnmcs hayc also been set up with the 
Academics of Science of the Smiet Union and Pobnd, 

117. RomaliI<l is ilkcwisc: mldng part ill the socialist 
couniriGs' programme of cu-operation .in research and the 
use of outer space fOf pe3ceful purpose~:, The ContGrcnce uf 
Experts from- Sociali::t Countries held last Aprilj A/6668 j 
was devoted to examining questions relating 10th\,: physicdl 
properties CJf oLlter spacG, space meteorology and s!1Jce 
biology and mediCine, and to the joint bunclling of 
::atelliks :lI1cl rockets, At the same time, tIle participants in 
the Conference examined the problem of establishing an 
iPt';rnllti(lwil satellite comrnllliiC:ltions syst<.rm to transmit 
[ek:vision ~m)gi,\inmCS !l"iephc);1c mt~:;sJges :lnd other types 
(,f 

11 S,liK new Sltjh td;:'i! in the sphere (jf space activity, 
:IS described in the rc:port of the Committee on the Peilccful 
[hcs of Outer Space now l.llldn dis!;ussioll, justify the hope, 
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I think, that activities related to the exploration and 
peaceful use of outer space, as well as the expansion of 
international co-operation in that field, will continue to 
increase in the futur~. 

119. No doubt in 1968 co-operation in the field of space 
activities will bear the imprint of the first International 
Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer 
Space. Like other States, Romania is preparing for the 
planned scientific gathering of experts at Vienna in the 
conviction that all participants will cull from it very useful 
ideas, opinions and experiences concerning the increased 
application of space technology with a view to satisfying 
the existing requirements of economic and social develop
ment. 

120. Mr. GHORBAL (United Arab Republic): The first 
decade of man's penetration into outer space has just come 
to an end. Ten years ago the Soviet Union opened a new 
chapter and inaug1)fated a new era in the history of 
mankind. During those eventful ten years, spectacular 
achievements have been accomplished by the Soviet Union, 
by the United States and by others. What was science 
fiction a short time ago has evolved into factual reality. An 
ever-increasing number of States are now involved in space 
technology and space research. France has already made the 
break-through and has now joined the group of States with 
sophisticated space programmes. India, Italy, Japan and 
others have become the budding space States-if I may 
borrow the terminology of our colleague from the Nether
lands. It looks as if we are continuously moving at an 
extremely accelerated pace-which I call the space pace-to 
reach the planets and to discover the mystery of the 
universe. I hope we move equally at space pace to confine 
the results of these ventures solely to the benefit of 
mankind. 

121. The second decade of man's penetration into space 
starts with another great achievement by the Soviet Union. 
We have been gratified, yesterday and today, to hear of the 
successful soft landing of a laboratory from the Soviet 
satellite Venus 4 on the planet Venus. May I join my 
colleagues who preceded me, Mr. Chairman, and you, Sir, in 
expressing our sincere congratulations to the Soviet delega
tion and, through it, to the Soviet scientists and to the 
Soviet people for their great and new achievement. 

122. I believe that the United States of America also has a 
satellite on its way to and around Venus, with a programme 
designed to get a series of pictures and data about that 
far-away planet. We equally wish them success in their 
venture. 

123. The accelerated flow of technological advancement 
exceeds all limits of imagination. Yet, while scientists are 
sparing no effort to cope with the endless challenge of 
space activities, statesmen and politicians are not yet 
keeping pace with such speedy progress. One cannot fail to' 
notice that an increasing gap is developing between the 
progress in technology and political arrangements devised 
to regulate the exploration and use of outer space. One 
hopes that the political and legal regulations will be 
commensurate with the rampant technical progress. The 
United Arab Republic envisages the goals we are striving for 
as two-fold: (aj the exploration and utilization of outer 

space for exclusively peaceful purposes, and (b j that 
exploration and use of outer space should be only for 
betterment of mankind and to the benefit of 
irrespective of the stage of their economic or 
development", as stated in General Assembly 
1721 (XVI). 

124. Accordingly, we must conceive that we are 
long way from achieving our goals. True, immense 
have been taken and difficult obstacles have been 
fully surmounted. But our balance sheet still falls shorf 
attaining the various dimensions of what we aspire, to. 

125. The Treaty which was unanimously adopted last 
by the General Assembly must be considered a 
and a momentous step towards peace and 
co-operation in outer space. However, it is the V~"~"''''',\'U 
opinion of my delegation that the Treaty in its 
form requires more elaboration and new safeguards. 

126. Last year, the United Arab Republic 
sentative-you, Sir-stated during the deliberations 
First Committee that-,article IV contains a serious Ii"\r,nh"'a 

.since it does not explicitly provide for the use of 
space solely for peaceful purposes f 1493rd meeting]. 

127. Tuesday last, our colleague from the Netherlan ','. 
reminded us f 1498th meeting] of the words of ' ' 
Secretary-General on the occasion of the adoption of ' 
resolution by the General Assembly concerning the ' 
space Treaty. The Secretary-General stated: 

" ... the door is not yet barred against military 
vities in space. The crux of the difficulty is that 
activity is already part of the arms race, a fact which: 
have to reckon with until humanity reaches the stage 
an agreement on full and complete " 
f 1499th plenary meeting, para. 180.] 

128. We firmly believe that humanity 
witness an arms race of colossal magnitude in outer 
The consequences are too ominous. Judge Manfred 
the former Chairman of the Legal Sub-Committee, 
pointed the problem confronting us in his erudite MaIL"U'''U' 

on 16 December 1966 when he said, in respect 
article IV, that . 

"our efforts, to be further effective, must be pursued 
all dimensions, for developments and events on our 
cannot fail to exert an influence wherever the 
quences of acts and omissions of States are felt."2 

The Treaty is undoubtedly a great achievement, a 
stride towards the introduction of the rule of law in 0 

space, but the work is not yet exhausted and we 
relentlessly continue our endeavours in order to ensure 
secure future for mankind.' ' 

129. Hence, the consideration of the topics which 
direct bearing on the Treaty should be expedited. For 
four years now, the Legal Sub-Committee has been 
centrating its time and effort on drafting two 
on liability for damage caused by the launching of 

2 This statement was made at the 1491st meeting of the 
Committee, the official record of which is published in 
form. 
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into outer space and on assistance to and return of on Outer Space in the field of education and training. We 
astronauts and space vehicles. Until now limited progress have applied Our minds to the possible avenues before the 
has been achieved. We do hope that these two important Committee in this regard. While w~ do not feel it necessary 
conventions will be speedily concluded. to burden our proceedings at this stage by a detailed 

130. Another subject which demands our utmost atten
tion is that of the utilization of outer space, including the 
various implications of space communications. The General 
Assembly pronounced on this matter by requesting in 
paragraph 4 (b) of resolution 2222 (XXI), the Committe~ 
on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space to bCgJJl the study 01 
questions relativE to the definition of cuter space and th~ 
utilization of outer space and celestial bodies, including the 
various implications of space communications. This recom
mendation was not carried out by the Committee. We 
believe the need is being felt for an international agreement 
in order to regulate the conien t of the direct relaying of 
radio and television broadcasts from satellites. This new 
sp,,'ctacular technique should be wholly dedicated to 
fostering friendly relations among the people of the world. 

1 J 1. The Treaty touched upon this matter in its preamble 
by 

''Taking aCcollnt of TJnited Nations General Assembly 
resolution 110 (II) of 3 NIYiember 1947, which con
demned propaganda designed or likely to provoke or 
encourage any threat to the peace, breach of the peace or 
act of aggression, and conSidering that the aforemen
tioned resolution is applicable to outer space," (General 
Assemhly resolution 2222 (XXI), annex). 

Therefore there is no novelty in the subject, which is an 
integral part of the legal prinCiples that should govern the 
realm of space. The Legal Sub-Committe~ should be 
exhorted to take up this matter at its next session. 

132. In 1965, the General Assembly requested the Com
mittee on Outer Space to prepare suggestions for an 
international programme for training and educating 
scientists from non-space Powers. (General Assembly re
solution 2730 (XX)). This recommendation was reiterated 
in 1966 (General Assembly resolution 2221 (XXI)). The 
General Assembly pr6nounced twice on the same matter, so 
it is natural to expect the request to be given high priority 
and to be put into effect forthwith. Nevertheless, we find 
ourselves faced with inexplicable silence on the part of the 
Committee. Our perplexity is not alleviated, however much 
we scrutinize and ponder its report. 

discussion on how to achieve this end, we feel at the same 
time that the Committee could in its coming session 
con~ider some of the ideas we and others may put here 
bet;)re tlte Assembly. My colleague from India presented 
this morning valuable suggestions in this regard. I am sure 
th:lt ':'rilcn: of us will do likewise Jnd that all these 
suggc:,tions will provide ample material for the Committee 
in lit:aJiq' wjth the question of education and training. 

135. In" this regard the delegation of the United Arab 
Republic would like the Scientific and Technical Sub
Committee to explore the following pOssibilities. 

136. That the space Powers and those who arc conducting 
advanced research in outer space be requested to allocate 
several fellovliships each year at their universities and 
research centres at the behest of the United NatiGns. The 
United N:Jtions could act as a clearing-house for the 
appiications :md for the selection of the best qualified, 
giving due regard to the needs of the developing countries. 

137. We are inclined to believe that the United Nations 
could also make maximum use of the rocket launching 
stations under itssponsorshjp. Training courses should be 
created at these stations to meet the needs of the 
developing countries; financial assistance could also be 
extended to their specialists to enable the111 to participate 
in these courses. In this respect, my delegation notes with 
pleasure the continuing sponsorship by the United Nations 
of the Thumba Equatorial Rocket Launching Station. We 
:lre equally pleased to note the decision of the Committee 
to arrange for a visit by Q small group of scientists to the 
station near lvbr del Plata with a view to bringing it under 
the sponsorship of the United Nations. We hope that other 
stations in different regions of the globe will soon be put 
under United Nations sponsorship, thus helping to serve the 
purposes r have just referred to. 

138. DUling the deliberations of the fifth session of the 
Scientific and Technical SUb-Committee, two constructive 
proposals were submitted by the delegation of Iran which 
had the full support of Austria and the United Arab 
Republic. Both proposals had in mind the encouragement 
and advancement of interm:tionaI co-operation in outer 
space, which is the primary endeavour of the United 
Nations in the field of the peaceful exploration and 
utilization of outer space. 

133. The developing countries attach great importance to 
the training and education programmes, and in the field of 
outer space activities only a privileged few are considered 
dev~loped. For several years now the delegation of the 
United Arab Republic has stressed the necessity for 
establishing an international programme under the auspices 
of the United Nations. We \vere inclined to think that, as a 
SUbsidiary body of the General Assembly, the Committee 
On Outer Space is the proper forum for tackling this task. 
This has· not as yet materialized. However, my delegation 
believes that the Committee on Outer Space must and will, 
dLlJing its forthcoming session, take the necessary measu'res 
to implement the General Assembly resolutions concerning 
Outer space. 

139. The essence of the proposals, which unfortunately 
have so far been rendered ineffective, was that the present 
organizational arrangements should be examined and the 
effectiveness of those arrangements should be evaluated. 'On 
the basis of this evaluation we may be able to determine 
whether it is desirable and feasible in the second decade of 
outer space to consolidate the existing machinery or have 
new organizational arrangements. 

134. The delegation of the United Arab Republic also 
believes that a great deal could be done by the Committee 

140. The question of reconSidering the international 
machinery entrusted with outer space matters 1S not anew 
one. In 1961 the Conference of Heads of State or 
Government of Non-Aligned Countries meeting in Belgrade 
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went even further by suggesting the establishment of an 
outer space agency. This was considered by some as going 
too far. There was, among other reasons, fear of prolifera
tion of agencies and. organizations. Several countries, on the 
other hand, have submitted constructive proposals, such as 
the Mexican proposal to establish an information centre 
within the United Nations. Perhaps some suggestions may 
yet come in; some may be still premature, but with the 
rapid advances in research on outer space we should have 
the foresight to embark on an honest quest to meet the 
increasing needs of the future. 

141. I now turn to the United Nations Conference on the 
Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. At the 
outset I should like to express my delegation's deep 
appreciation for the assurance given on 17 October by 
Ambassador Waldheim, the distinguished and able Chair
man of the Outer Space Committee, that the Austrian 
Government "will do everything in its power to contribute 
to its complete success" [1497th meeting, para. 69J. 

142. The Austrian Government has very graciously offered 
its beautiful capital, which has been the host for successive 
United Nations conferences and is the seat of two im
portant United Nations bodies. The success of the Con
ference, in our view, depends on the joint efforts of the 
participating States, both developed and developing. A 
special responsibility lies with the space Powers, which have 
the technological know·how and the means needed to 
derive the utmost benefit from the Conference. 

143. My delegation realizes that the non-space Powers and 
in particular the developing countries have a great deal to 
learn and to gain from the discussions throughout the 
session of the Conference. In fact, the Conference was 
envisaged mainly to assist the developing countries and to 
give a thrust to their quest to grasp the modern technology 
of outer space. Therefore we sincerely hope that all invited 
States will attend and take part effectively in the delibera
tions of the Conference. We should not look upon the 
Conference as only another step in furthering international 
co-operation in outer space. In fact, it should be considered 
as the threshold for further break-throughs in the realm of 
outer space exploration and research and for helping the 
developing non-space countries to make use of the achieve
ments in this field for the advancement of their masses. 

144. The United Arab Republic delegation is happy that 
the noted Indian scientist Dr. Sarabai was chosen as 
Chairman of the Panel of Experts which is entrusted with 
the preparations for this Conference. His wide scientific 
experience and the wise guidance of the Chairman of the 
Committee on Outer Space are indeed good omens, and we 
are confident that they constitute a solid guarantee of the 
success of the Conference. 

145. Mr. LORINC (Hungary): There could hardly be a 
prelude more befitting the importance of the theme of our 
debate than the signals being received from the surface of 
Venus and transmitted by Venus 4. On behalf of my 
delegation, I wish to join all those who have preceded me in 
expressing their most heartfelt congratulations on this 
unprecedented feat achieved on the tenth anniversary of 
the first Sputnik. 

146. My delegation expressed its satisfaction with and 
support of the Bureau of this Committee when it,first 
the floor during the debate on the organization of the 
of our Committee. I now wish only to reiterate 
conviction and hope that the Bureau will be fully able 
guide our by-no-means-easy work to satisfactory 
positive results. I would be doing less than justice to 
if I did not express my best wishes to a member of 
Bureau, our Vice-Chairman, whose country this year 
celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of a revolution, 
among other achievements, also gave it statehood. 

147. The tenth of October of this year, the date of 
entry into force of the Treaty on Principles Governing' 
Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of 
Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, •. 
not merely an occasion for all of us who laboured 
COl1cluding the Treaty to feel satisfaction. It is true that 
pace of events from the adoption in 1963 of the 
tion of Legal Principles Governing the Activities of States 
the Exploration and Use of Outer Space [General ACOPl'»hl" 

resolution 1962 (XVIII)] to the ratification in 1967 of 
present Treaty could not be called excessively fast. It 
however, an undeniable fact that once the conditions' 
been created-even if we almost fell short of our aims 
the way, for reasons not of our making-the state of pea' 
can be achieved in a given environment. That is the 
conclusion one can draw from the date of 10 October. 
part of this conclusion is a characteristic feature of both 
Moscow partial test-ban Treaty3 and this one-the 
major step forward taken since 1963 in this field-that 
are universal in their proclaimed objective of 
thus differing fundamentally from the provisions of seve 
imperfect resolutions of the United Nations General 
sembly. 

148. The second conclusion is a less happy one. 
impasse in the procedural debate in our Committee 
only that outer space is' one of the very few places 
have not been entirely poisoned this year through 
present international tensions created by the United 
war of aggression in Viet-Nam. It is no secret to any of 
that the forecasts transmitted by weather satellites 
being utilized for military purposes, to mention but 
direct example physically linking our present item to 
aggression against Viet-Nam. 

149. Let there be no mistake. My Government 
supports the Treaty and was among the first to sign 
ratify it. We do not under-estimate its importance. In 
to proceed, however, to further significant steps, we 
also size up the obstacles to be surmounted. 

150. The year 1967, which is marked by the Treaty, 
the month of October carry another kind of message, 
more cheerful one. That message is of a univer:",l 
We the representatives of the socialist countries form
constituent part of this world Organization. We are si 
cerely cO:1Vinced that the ideas that triumphed in the gre 
October Socialist revolution have a direct bearing on . 
work of the United Nations. It is in that way that we w 

3 Treaty banning nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere, in 
space and under water, signed in Moscow on 5 August 1963 (Uni 
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 480 (1964), No. 6964. 
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for the objectives that we consider to be right. Foremost 
among them is, as one of the main corner-stones of 
October, the principle of peaceful co-existence. That, I 
submit, is precisely one of the chief points of the Treaty: 
peaceful co-existence of nations extended to outer space. 
The other part of the message came forty years later, that 
is, ten years ago, from the "beep-beep" of what the. world 
has since learned to call by its Russian name, Sputnik. 
Sputnik is an achievement that underlines notably the need 
to live peacefully together. On the whole the message is 
thus one offering and demanding peace, among others, in 
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations. 

151. My country, a small and modest member of the 
Committee on Outer Space, has already stated its views in 
the Committee as well as in its Sub-Committees. That fact 
makes it comparatively easy for me to express our 
agreement with the report of the Committee contained in 
document A/6804. Taking the sequence in the report as a 
basis, I wish to make the following brief remarks. 

152. First, while the Scientific and Technical Sub
Committee can rightly be proud of its achievements in a 
number of fields, it should still concentrate also on the 
scientific and technical criteria facilitating the precise and 
lasting definition of outer space. 

153. Second, in the Legal Sub-Committee my country 
made a modest contribution by submitting a draft conven
tion concerning liability for damage caused by the launch
ing of objects into outer space, the revised draft of which 
together with other drafts served as a basis for discussion. 
We have to note with a feeling of satisfaction that 
agreement has been reached on some points of six different 
articles contained in the three relevant drafts. We fully 
subscribe to the view of the Committee expressing, in 
paragraph 15, " ... the hope that the Sub-Committee will 
be able to make more progress". 

154. Third, as far as the Report of the Working Group on 
a Navigation Services Satellite System is concerned, we 
consider the subject one of those which small countries like 
ours could fruitfully participate in, and greatfy benefit 
from. 

155. Permit me to illustrate this point with a few 
examples from our experience. Space research is organized 
and directed in Hungary by a Governmental Committee and 
the Academy of Sciences. There are several learned societies 
and professional institutions aided by ten official establish
ments conducting research in different fields of this topic. 
Six universities or faculties provide graduate and post. 
graduate training in the related subjects. 

156. In accordance with our modest means we co-operate 
in different joint projects with the Soviet Union and other 
Socialist States. This co-operation was further developed 
and strengthened in practically every field related to space 
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research at the Conference of representatives of socialist 
countries held in April this year. Hungarian ground stations 
published more than 400 photographs transmitted by 
satellites. In our opinion the World Weather Watch can 
make an important contribution to the benefit of mankind 
both socially and economically. Our representative in the 
WorirJng Group put our opinion on record preCisely and in 
detail. 

157. My delegation was pleased to read the extract from 
the statement of the Chairman of the Committee on Outer 
Space, the representative of our neighbour, Austria, on the 
preparations for the United Nations Conference on the 
Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. We fully 
agree with him and we offer our co-operation in achieving 
what he so rightly defines as our common purpose: 

" ... to see the Conference, the first United Nations 
Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of 
Outer Space, become a true success and a milestone in the 
development of international co-operation in outer 
space" [A/6804, annex VJ. 

158. My delegation fully agrees with the Secretary-General 
who, in evaluating the achievements of space research, 
stated: 

"As the first decade of outer space exploration is about 
to end, it is clear that many nations of the world are now 
aware of their stake in this new activity of mankind. It is 
encouraging to note that there are signs of increased 
international co-operation in space exploration and 
use."4 

159. In conclusion, permit me to repeat a simple truth 
known to all of us: the exploration and peaceful uses of 
outer space, with the passage of years, will offer humanity 
new and really unlimited vistas in science and technology, 
in the knowledge of our planet and of ourselves. And this 
will be achieved if we prepare the proper atmosphere and 
conditions for it also here on earth. 

160. The CHAIRMAN: I appeal to all representatives to 
confine themselves in their future statements to the subject 
at present being discussed by the Committee. 

161. Mr. THACHER (United States of America): 
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your last comment. Before this 
meeting adjourns my delegation would like to place on 
record its sincere admiration to the delegation of the Soviet 
Union for the accomplishments of Venus 4 which appears 
to have made a most significant achievement in man's 
investigation of the planet Venus. 

The meeting rose at 1 p.m. 

4 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-Second 
Session, Supplement No. lA (A/6701/Add.1), para. 20. 
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